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Abstract. Coarse-grained arc consistency algorithms like AC-3, AC-3d, and
AC-2001, are efficient when it comes to transforming a Constraint Satisfac-
tion Problem (CSP) to its arc consistent equivalent. These algorithms repeatedly
carry out revisions to remove unsupported values from the domains of the vari-
ables. The order of these revisions is determined by so-calledrevision ordering
heuristics. In this paper, we classify revision ordering heuristics into three dif-
ferent categories:arc based, variable based, andreverse variable basedrevision
ordering heuristics. We point out advantages of using reverse variable based re-
vision ordering heuristics and propose two new lightweight arc consistency algo-
rithms AC-3dl and AC-3ds, which exploit these advantages. Both algorithms are
equipped with domain heuristics which are inspired by AC-3d’s double support
heuristic. AC-3dl uses a lazy version of a double support heuristic while AC-3ds

uses AC-3d’s double support heuristic with a minor change. We experimentally
compare MAC-3, MAC-3d, MAC-3dl and MAC-3ds. MAC-3ds is the best in
saving checks. MAC-3dl is good in saving time and checks on average. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that lightweight algorithms based on reverse variable
based revision ordering heuristics are good in saving checks as well as time.

1 Introduction

Arc consistency algorithms are widely used to prune the search space of Constraint
Satisfaction Problems (CSPs). They use support checks to reduce the search space of
CSPs. Many arc consistency algorithms have been proposed. On one side there are
heavyweight arc consistency algorithms such as AC-4 [11], AC-2001 [3], AC-3.1
[18], AC-6 [1], and AC-7 [2] that use additional data structures to avoid repeating their
support checks. All these algorithms have an optimal worst case time complexity of
O(e d2) wheree is the number of constraints andd is the maximum domain size of
the variables. On the other side there are lightweight arc consistency algorithms such
as AC-3 [8], AC-3d [13], and AC-3p [15] which do not use additional data structures.
These algorithms repeat their support checks and have a non-optimal bound ofO(e d3)
for their worst case time complexity. However, despite the fact that these algorithms
do not have an optimal worst case time complexity, experimental evaluation of these
algorithms has demonstrated that they are efficient on average [15, 16].

Since the introduction of AC-4, most research in arc consistency algorithms is to
avoid repeating checks by using additional data structures. The belief is that reducing
checks helps solving problems more quickly. However, there are many instances where
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checks are cheap and allowing algorithms to repeat their checks relieves them from
the burden of maintaining a large additional bookkeeping and this may save time [15,
16]. Reducing support checksalonedoes not always help in reducing the solution time.
Queue maintenance, revision ordering heuristics and domain heuristics also play an
important part in reducing the time for problem solving.

In this paper, we classify revision ordering heuristics intoarc based, variable based,
and reverse variable basedrevision ordering heuristics. Algorithms based on reverse
variable based revision ordering heuristics are good in saving checks as well as time. We
only consider lightweight arc consistency algorithms. We propose two new competitive
lightweight arc consistency algorithms AC-3dl and AC-3ds which use reverse variable
based revision ordering heuristics for selecting a collection of arcs that determine the
revision of the domain of the same variable. AC-3dl uses alazy version of a double
support heuristic [13] while AC-3ds uses astrongdouble support heuristic as used by
AC-3d with a small change. For real world problems MAC-3dl becomes the quickest
solver on average. For random problems MAC-3 equipped with variable based heuristic
is the fastest. MAC-3ds is the best in saving checks.

The remainder of paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is a brief introduction
to constraints. Section 3 discusses related work, classifies revision ordering heuristics
and presents a reverse variable based version of AC-3. Section 4 describes the new
arc consistency algorithms. Section 5 presents experimental results. Conclusions are
presented in Section 6.

2 Constraint Satisfaction

A Constraint Satisfaction Problemis defined as a setV of n variables, a non-empty
domainD(v) for each variablev ∈ V and a set ofe constraints among subsets of
variables ofV . A binary constraintCvw between variablesv andw is a subset of the
Cartesian product ofD(v) andD(w) that specifies the allowed pairs of values forv and
w. We only consider CSPs whose constraints are binary. With each binary constraint
between variablesv andw we associate two arcs(v, w) and(w, v). We callv thefirst
variableof the arc(v, w) andw thesecond variableof the arc(v, w).

A value y ∈ D(w) is called asupport for x ∈ D(v) if the pair (x, y) ∈ Cvw.
Similarly x ∈ D(v) is called a support fory ∈ D(w) if the pair (x, y) ∈ Cvw. A
support check(consistency check) is a test to find if two values support each other. A
valuex ∈ D(v) is viable if for every variablew such thatCvw existsx is supported by
at least one value inD(w). A CSP is calledarc consistentif for every variablev ∈ V ,
each valuex ∈ D(v) is viable.

The tightnessof the constraintCvw is defined as1− |Cvw |/|D(v)×D(w) |. The
densityof a CSP is defined as2 e/(n2 − n). Thedegreeof a variable is the number of
constraints involving that variable. MAC [12] is a backtrack algorithm that maintains
arc consistency during search. MAC-X uses AC-X for maintaining arc consistency
during search.
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3 Related Literature

3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Section 1, we only consider lightweight arc consistency algorithms.
Coarse-grained lightweight arc consistency algorithms such as AC-3 [8] and AC-3d

[13] have been developed, the principle of which is to apply successiverevisionsof the
domains of the variables until the problem is made arc consistent or the domain of a
variable is wiped out. Here a revision of the domain ofv using the constraint between
v andw means to remove the values fromD(v) that are not supported byw. AC-3
has aO(e d3) bound for its worst case time complexity [9] and aO(e + nd) space
complexity. AC-3 cannot remember all of its support checks.

Lightweight arc consistency algorithms such as AC-3 and AC-3d use revision or-
dering heuristics to select an arc(v, w) for the next revision. The arc(v, w) represents
the fact thatD(v) will be revised againstD(w). A revision is calledeffectiveif it re-
sults in a reduction of the domain ofv. Besides revision ordering heuristics there are
also domain heuristics. Given the arc determining the next revision, they determine the
values to be used for the next support check.

AC-3d [13] is a cross-breed between AC-3 [8] and DEE [5]. AC-3d’s revision
ordering heuristic selects an arc(v, w) for the next revision. If the arc(w, v) is also
present in the queue then AC-3d simultaneously revises the domains ofv andw using
the double support domain heuristicD described in [13]. If(w, v) is not present in the
queue then it proceeds like AC-3 by using Mackworth’srevise to relaxv againstw.

The double support domain heuristicD prefers checks between two values whose
support statuses are both unknown. InD the row support are the values inD(v) that are
supported byw and the column support are the values inD(w) that are supported by
v. If AC-3d simultaneously revises two domains then after computing the row support,
column support is computed only for those values ofw which have not provided support
for values inD(v) while computing the row support. AC-3d inherits its time complexity
and space complexity from AC-3.

3.2 Revision Ordering Heuristics

Revision ordering heuristics determine the next revision. Wallace and Freuder [17]
pointed out that these heuristics can influence the efficiency of arc consistency algo-
rithms. They can be classified into three categories:arc based, variable based, and
reverse variable basedrevision ordering heuristics. The differences between arc based,
variable based, and reverse variable based heuristics are as follows.

Arc based revision ordering heuristicsare the most commonly presented. Given
some selection criterion they select an arc(v, w) for the next revision. For this class
of heuristics candidate arcs are stored in a data structure called aqueue, which usually
corresponds to a set or a list. Selecting the best arc from the queue can be expensive
because of the following reasons. Selecting the best arc from a set or a list based queue
requiresO(e) time. However, [16] describes selection criteria for which the queue can
be represented by more efficient data structures facilitating a more efficientO(n) selec-
tion. Second, each selected arc corresponds to exactly one revision. Since there may be
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many revisions there may be many selections. However in some cases like in AC-3d or
in AC-3p when the reverse arc is present in the queue it allows for two simultaneous
revisions. Arc based revision ordering heuristics update a queue after every effective
revision, and many updates can be an overhead too.

Variable based heuristics[10] always select a variablev and repeatedly use arcs of
the form(w, v) for revision until no more such arcs exist or someD(w) becomes empty.
Variable based heuristics may be regarded aspropagation based heuristicsbecause they
propagate the consequences of the removal of one or more values from the domain of
v. For the most commonly occurring variable based heuristics the time complexity of
picking the most promising candidatev is onlyO(n) and for these heuristics the queue
can be implemented as a set of variables. If variablev is selected the domain of all its
neighbours in the constraint graph will be revised against the domain ofv. In this setting
the number of selections from the queue is usually less than the number of selections
of arcs from an arc based queue. In general more checks will be required but time can
be saved because the queue needs fewer selections. Here too every effective revision
results in updating the queue.

Reverse variable based heuristicsalways select a variablev and repeatedly revise
using arcs of the form(v, w) until there are no more such arcs orD(v) becomes empty.
Reverse variable based heuristics may be regarded assupport based heuristicsbecause
for one variablev at a time, they seek support for each value inD(v) with respect to all
of its neighbours for which it is currently unknown whether such support exists. It was
shown in [16] that for certain classes of heuristics a proper representation for the queue
facilitatesO(n) selection for the most promising variablev. Using this representation,
the overhead of selecting the next arc(v, w) for revision isO(1) or O(n) depending
upon the criterion for selectingw. When a variablev is selected a number of revisions
is performed which is between1 and the number of arcs of the form(v, w) currently
present in the queue. Therefore, the number of selections (ofv), and the overhead of
queue management, is usually less than for arc based heuristics. Unlike arc based and
variable based heuristics, the queue is less likely to be updated after every effective
revision as will be shown further in this section and empirically in Section 5.

We shall use the notation proposed in [15] for describing and composing heuristics
for selecting variables and arcs. Letδo(v) be the original degree ofv, let δc(v) be the
current degree ofv, let #(v) be a unique number forv, let s(v) be the current domain
size ofv, and letδcn(v) be the number of current neighboursw of v such that(v, w)
currently present in the queue. Finally, letπi((v1, . . . , vn)) = vi denote thei-th pro-
jection operator. Thecompositionof order�2 and linear quasi-order�1 is denoted by
�2•�1. Selection is done using�1 and ties are broken using�2. Composition asso-
ciates to the left. The result oflifting linear quasi-order� and functionf is denoted⊗f�.

It is the linear quasi-order such thatv ⊗f� w if and only if f(v) � f(w). For example,
using this notation the dom/deg variable ordering heuristic with a lexicographical tie
breaker can be described as⊗#

≤ • ⊗
f
≤, wheref(v) = s(v)/δc(v). The lexicographical

arc selection heuristic can be described as⊗#◦π2
≤ • ⊗#◦π1

≥ . The reader is referred to
[15] for more examples and further details.
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3.3 AC-3 with Reverse Variable based Revision Ordering Heuristics

Selecting a variablev and relaxing it against all of its neighboursw such that(v, w) is
currently present in the queue we call acomplete relaxationof v. Complete relaxation
can be achieved efficiently using reverse variable based heuristics. Pseudo-code for a
reverse variable based implementation of AC-3 is depicted in Figure 1. Pseudo-code
for the functionrevise [8] upon which AC-3 relies is depicted in Figure 2.

function AC-3: Boolean;
begin
Q := { (v, w) ∈ G : v andw are neighbours};
whileQ not emptydo begin

select anyv from {v : (v, w) ∈ Q };
effective revisions := 0;
for eachw such that(v, w) ∈ Q do begin

remove(v, w) fromQ;
revise(v, w, changev);
if D(v) = ∅ then

return False;
else ifchangev then

effective revisions := effective revisions + 1;
u := w;

fi;
end;
if effective revisions = 1 then
Q := Q ∪ { (w′, v) : w′ 6= u,w′ is a neighbour ofv } ;

else ifeffective revisions > 1 then
Q := Q ∪ { (w′, v) : w′ is a neighbour ofv };

fi;
end;
return True;

end;

Fig. 1.The AC-3 version with reverse variable based revision ordering heuristics

It is argued in [17] that if a value is deleted fromD(v) whenv is relaxed against
w then less work needs to be done if other arcs that involvev as a second variable are
revised after the revision of(v, w). We argue that even less work in terms of support
checks needs to be done if other arcs that involvev as a second variable are revised
after completelyrelaxingv. It will be shown further in this paper that certain classes
of reverse variable based revision ordering heuristics allow the saving of checks when
compared to the best known arc and variable based heuristics.

In Figure 1, ifD(v) was changed after completely relaxingD(v) and if this was
the result ofonly oneeffective revision (effective revisions = 1), which happened to
be againstD(u), then all the arcs{ (w′, v) ∈ G } are added to the queue,except for
(u, v), whereG is the constraint graph. However, ifD(v) was changed as the result of
more than oneeffective revision (effective revisions > 1) thenall the arcs{ (w′, v) ∈
G } are added to the queue. Modulo constraint propagation effects this saves work for
maintaining the queue compared to the original AC-3.
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function revise(v, w, varchangev): Boolean;
begin

changev := False ;
for eachr ∈ D(v) do begin

if@c ∈ D(w) such thatc supportsr then
D(v) := D(v)\{r} ;
changev := True ;

fi;
return D(v) 6= ∅;

end;

Fig. 2.Algorithm revise

4 Description of the AC-3dl and AC-3ds Algorithms

4.1 Introduction

We describe two new lightweight arc consistency algorithms which are inspired by
reverse variable based heuristics and AC-3d’s double support heuristic [13]. Here, a
double support heuristic prefers checks between two values each of whose support sta-
tuses are unknown. It is recalled that a reverse variable based heuristic selects a variable
v and repeatedly select an arc of the form(v, w) for the next revision until no more such
arc exists. If during this processD(v) becomes empty then the process is aborted.

function AC-3d∗: Boolean;
begin
Q := { (v, w) ∈ G : v andw are neighbours};
whileQ 6= ∅ do begin

select anyv from {v : (v, w) ∈ Q };
effective revisions := 0;
\∗ compute row support∗\
for eachw such that(v, w) ∈ Q do begin

remove(v, w) fromQ;
compute row support(v, w, changev);
if D(v) = ∅ then

return False;
else ifchangev then

effective revisions := effective revisions + 1;
u := w;

fi;
end;
if effective revisions = 1 then
Q := Q ∪ { (w′, v) : w′ 6= u,w′ is a neighbour ofv } ;

else ifeffective revisions > 1 then
Q := Q ∪ { (w′, v) : w′ is a neighbour ofv };

fi;
\∗ compute column support∗\
for eachw such that row-support of(v, w) is computed and(w, v) ∈ Q do begin

remove(w, v) fromQ;
compute column support(w, v, changew);
if changew then
Q := Q ∪ {(v′, w) : v′ 6= v , v′ is a neighbour ofw };

fi;
end;

end;
return True;

end;

Fig. 3.AC-3dl / AC-3ds Algorithm
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Pseudo-code for AC-3dl and AC-3ds is depicted in Figure 3. The difference be-
tween them is their domain heuristic: the way they compute therow supportand the
column support. For each individual arc(v, w) the row supportare the values inD(v)
that are supported by the values inD(w) and thecolumn supportare the values in
D(w) that are supported by the values inD(v). AC-3dl uses a lazy version of AC-3d’s
double support heuristic while AC-3ds uses AC-3d’s double support heuristic with a
small change. AC-3dl’s (AC-3ds’s) algorithm for computing row support and column
support are depicted in Figures 4 and 5 (Figures 6 and 7).

After selecting a variablev the procedure as shown in Figure 3 is divided into two
phases. The first phase computes the row support for all arcs of the form(v, w) that are
in the queue. The second phase computes the column support for the arcs(v, w) whose
row support has just been computed and for which the reverse arc(w, v) is also in the
queue. Only row support computations can lead to a wipe out. This is why column
support computations are postponed: they cannot result in wipeouts.

The main difference between AC-3d and the new algorithms is that if the selected
arc (v, w) and the reverse arc(w, v) are present in the queue then the new algorithms
do not always compute the row support and the column support one after another as in
AC-3d. In AC-3d double support heuristic is only used when both the arc(v, w) and
the reverse arc(w, v) are in the queue. In AC-3dl and in AC-3ds irrespective of whether
the reverse arc is present or not, they always use their own version of double support
domain heuristic to compute the row support. The advantage is that if in the process of
completely relaxingv the domain ofv changes then arcs of the form(w, v) are added
in the queue. This allows to compute the column support efficiently for arcs of the form
(v, w) when reverse arcs of the form(w, v) are put in the queueafter, relaxingD(v)
againstD(w), but were not in the queue when theD(v) was relaxed againstD(w).

The only constant used by AC-3dl is unsupported . AC-3ds uses constantssingle,
double, unsupported , andsupport deleted . All the constants are smaller than the val-
ues in the domains of the variables and are pairwise different. Both algorithms use two
temporary arraysrsupp[ · ][ · ] andcsupp[ · ][ · ] whose first dimension is bounded byn,
and whose second dimension is bounded byd. For each arc(v, w), for each valuer ∈
D(v), rsupp[w ][ r ] records the valuec ∈ D(w) that provides support forr and simi-
larly csupp[w ][ c ] records the valuer ∈D(v) that provides support forc. AC-3ds uses
one more two dimensional arrayrkind[ · ][ · ] which is used to remember what kind of
support check resulted in a row support for the values inD(v). The space complexity of
all three data structures isO(nd). Both algorithms inheritO(e+nd) space complexity
andO(e d3) time complexity from AC-3.

4.2 AC-3dl

AC-3dl’s algorithm for computing row support is shown in Figure 4. For a given arc
(v, w), it tries to find a support for each valuer ∈ D(v) in D(w) in a lexicographical
order. For eachr ∈ D(v), rsupp[w ][ r ] records the first known valuec ∈ D(w) such
that c supportsr. Here a double-support check occurs if the support status of the first
such valuec ∈ D(w) supportingr is unknown. In this casecsupp[w ][ c ] is set tor. If
the support status ofc is already known then a single support-check occurs. Ifr fails to
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find a support inD(w) then the valuec of each previous neighbourw already known to
support this deleted valuer in D(v) is markedunsupported .

function compute row support(v, w,varchangev):
begin

changev := False;
for eachc ∈ D(w) do begin

csupp[w ][ c ] := unsupported ;
end;
for eachr ∈ D(v) do begin

if ∃c ∈ D(w) s.t.c supportsr then
rsupp[w ][ r ] := first such valuec;
if csupp[w ][ c ] = unsupported then

csupp[w ][ c ] := r;
fi;

else
D(x) := D(x)\{ r };
changev := true;
for eachk such that row support of(v, k) is already computeddo begin

if csupp[ k ][ rsupp[ k ][ r ] ] = r then
csupp[ k ][ rsupp[ k ][ r ] ] := unsupported ;

fi;
end;

fi;
end;

end;

Fig. 4.Row support for AC-3dl
function compute column support(w, v,varchangew):
begin

changew := False;
for eachc ∈ D(w) do begin

if csupp[w ][ c ] = unsupported then
if @r ∈ D(v) s.t.rsupp[w ][ r ] = c or rsupp[w ][ r ] < c andr supportsc then
D(w) := D(w)\{c};
changew := True;

fi;
fi;

end;
end;

Fig. 5.Column support for AC-3dl

AC-3dl’s algorithm for computing column support is shown in Figure 5. In AC-3dl

column support is computed only for those values ofw that did not provide support
for values inD(v) or values whose support was deleted while computing the row
support for other arcs of the form(v, w). As shown in the algorithm, for eachc ∈
D(w) whose support status isunsupported, it tries to find a supportr ∈D(v) such that
rsupp[w ][ r ] = c or rsupp[w ][ r ] < c andr supportsc.

4.3 AC-3ds

AC-3ds’s algorithm for computing row support is shown in Figure 6. It tries to find a
support for each valuer ∈D(v) inD(w) in a lexicographical order. When it tries to find
a support forr it first uses double support checks and then single support checks until
the support status ofr is known. If it fails to find a support forr then the valuec of each
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function compute row support(v, w,varchangev):
begin

changev := False;
for eachc ∈ D(w) do begin

csupp[w ][ c ] := unsupported ;
end;
for eachr ∈ D(v) do begin

if ∃c ∈ D(w) s.t.csupp[w ][ c ] = unsupported andc supportsr then
rsupp[w ][ r ] := first such valuec;
csupp[w ][ rsupp[w ][ r ] ] := r;
rkind[w ][ r ] := double;

else if∃c ∈ D(w) s.t.csupp[w ][ c ] 6= unsupported andc supportsr then
rsupp[w ][ r ] := first such valuec;
rkind[w ][ r ] := single;

else
D(x) := D(x)\{r};
changev := True;
for eachk such that row support of(v, k) is already computeddo begin

if rkind[ k ][ r ] = double then
csupp[ k ][ rsupp[ k ][ r ] ] := support deleted ;

fi;
end;

fi;
end;

end;

Fig. 6.Row support for AC-3ds

previous neighbourw (such that row support(v, w) is already computed) supporting
this deleted valuer in D(v) is markedsupport deleted .

AC-3ds’s algorithm for computing column support is depicted in Figure 7. In AC-3ds

column support is computed only for those values ofw that did not provide support for
values inD(v) or values whose support was deleted while computing the row support
for other arcs of the form(v, w). As shown in the algorithm column support is computed
only for those values ofw whose support status isunsupported or support deleted .

For each valuec ∈ D(w) whose support status isunsupported , the algorithm tries
to seek support inD(v) in exactly the same fashion as in AC-3d while computing the
column support. For each valuec ∈ D(w) whose support status issupport deleted , it
tries to seek a support inr ∈ D(w) such thatrsupp[w ][ r ] = c or r supportsc.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Introduction

In this section we will compare AC-3, AC-3d, AC-3dl, and AC-3ds. We will measure
their performance in terms of the CPU time in seconds, the number of support checks
(checks), the number of times a revision ordering heuristic selects an element from the
queue (selections), and the number of times a queue is updated (updates). As pointed
out earlier, our goal is not to compare against optimal arc consistency algorithms. All
algorithms were implemented in C. The experiments were carried out on a PC Pentium
III having 256 MB of RAM running at 2.266 GHz processor with linux. Previously,
statistical analysis of experimental data indicated that there is a significant and almost
perfect linear relationship between the solution times (as well as checks) of any two arc
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function compute column support(w, v,varchangew):
begin

changew := False;
for eachc ∈ D(w) do begin

if csupp[w ][ c ] = unsupported then
if @r ∈ D(v) s.t.rsupp[w ][ r ] < c andrkind[w ][ r ] = double andr supportsc then
D(w) := D(w)\{c};
changew := True;

fi;
else ifcsupp[w ][ c ] = support deleted then

if @r ∈ D(v) s.t.rsupp[w ][ r ] = c or r supportsc then
D(w) := D(w)\{c};
changew := True;

fi;
fi;

end;
end;

Fig. 7.Column support for AC-3ds

consistency algorithms under consideration [14]. This justifies our decision to average
the results for a particular class of problems over50 runs.

For all the tables shown in this section, the column labelled asheuristic lists the
revision ordering heuristics. [16] presents an implementation for reverse variable based
heuristics facilitatingO(n) selection for the optimal arc. All reverse variable based
heuristics we consider in this section were implemented using that technique. Letcomp
be the variable selection order⊗#

≤ • ⊗
δc
≥ • ⊗s≤, and letcomp2 be the variable selection

order⊗#
≤ •⊗

δcn
≥ •⊗s≤, whereδcn(v) is the number of arcs of the form(v, w) currently

present in the queue. The arc based heuristicarc:comp is given by⊗π2
comp • ⊗π1

comp , the

variable based heuristicvar:comp is given by⊗#◦π1
≤ •⊗π2

comp , the reverse variable based
heuristicrev:comp is given by⊗π2

comp •⊗π1
comp , and the reverse variable based heuristic

rev :comp2 is given by⊗#◦π2
≤ • ⊗s◦π2

≤ • ⊗π1
comp2

. For algorithms such as MAC-3d,
MAC-3dl and MAC-3ds the order of processing reverse arcs is not important because
they can not lead to a wipe out.

5.2 Stand-alone Arc Consistency

For stand alone arc consistency we experimented with random problems. They were
generated by Frostet al.’s model B generator [7], which may be downloaded from
http://www.lirmm.fr/˜bessiere/generator.html . In this model a ran-
dom CSP instance is characterised by(n, d, e, t) wheren is the number of variables,
d the uniform domain size,e the number of constraints, andt the number of no-
goods. The problem classes we consider areP3 = 〈150, 50, 500, 2296〉, andP4 =
〈50, 50, 1225, 2188〉, which were also studied in [2, 3, 18]. Both classes correspond to
problems in the phase transition [6].P3 correspond to sparse andP4 correspond to
dense problems. For random problems checks are implemented as cheap lookup opera-
tions. Tables 1 and 2 present the results for the before mentioned random problems.

Note that for a variable based heuristic, the number of selections of an element
from the queue is very low. This is because when a variable is selected from the queue
it allows to perform a number of revisions which is between1 and the current degree
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of the variable. On the other side for an arc based heuristic, the number of selections of
an element from the queue is high. The reason is that each arc that is selected from the
queue corresponds to exactly one revision. However for AC-3d it is somewhat reduced
because sometimes AC-3d performs two revisions per selection.

Table 1.Average results for random problems P3

algorithm heuristic checks cpu-time selections updates
AC-3 arc:comp 2,449,084 0.033 5,956 1,353
AC-3 var:comp 3,885,849 0.047 1,123 1,891
AC-3 rev:comp 1,940,496 0.028 4,762 842
AC-3d arc:comp 1,888,750 0.032 4,628 1,415
AC-3d rev:comp 1,728,286 0.031 4,203 1,207
AC-3dl rev:comp 1,762,433 0.029 3,855 1,157
AC-3dl rev:comp2 1,749,674 0.028 3,817 1,152
AC-3ds rev:comp 1,557,343 0.041 3,855 1,157
AC-3ds rev:comp2 1,544,129 0.040 3,817 1,152

Table 2.Average results for random problems P4

algorithm heuristic checks cpu-time selections updates
AC-3 arc:comp 5,454,546 0.076 16,318 573
AC-3 var:comp 6,139,919 0.080 375 1,009
AC-3 rev:comp 4,122,512 0.059 12,385 378
AC-3d arc:comp 3,609,732 0.070 10,777 575
AC-3d rev:comp 3,393,907 0.068 10,097 487
AC-3dl rev:comp 3,760,588 0.061 9,556 494
AC-3dl rev:comp2 3,647,776 0.059 9,194 493
AC-3ds rev:comp 3,227,043 0.091 9,556 494
AC-3ds rev:comp2 3,109,337 0.088 9,194 493

Remember that for a reverse variable based heuristic, if a variablev is selected from
the queue it allows to perform revisions related to the number of arcs of the form(v, w)
currently present in the queue. It is interesting to note that algorithms based on reverse
variable based heuristics do not update their queue as frequently as variable based and
arc based heuristics do. Notice that for both random problems, AC-3 withrev :comp
requires fewer checks and less time than it does for AC-3 witharc:comp.

We observe that AC-3 withrev :comp and AC-3dl with rev :comp andrev :comp2

appear to be faster in terms of the CPU time. We also observe that AC-3ds despite
of spending fewer support checks takes more time. This is probably because its do-
main heuristic is more expensive when compared to AC-3d and AC-3dl. It is not a
coincidence that AC-3dl and AC-3ds when equipped with the same revision ordering
heuristic always results in the same number of selections and updates. The reason is
that the only difference between them is their domain heuristic.
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5.3 Maintaining Arc Consistency during Search

In this section we will focus on the performance of the arc consistency algorithms dur-
ing search (MAC [12]). Here we experimentally compare MAC-3, MAC-3d, MAC-3dl,
and MAC-3ds for solving random and real-world problems. During search all MACs
visited the same nodes in the search tree. They were equipped with adom/degvariable
ordering heuristic with a lexicographical tie breaker wheredomis the domain size and
degis the original degree of a variable.

Table 3.Average Results for random problems of size 25

algorithm heuristic checks cpu-time selections updates
MAC-3 arc:comp 8,699,550 0.617 1,409,820 150,198
MAC-3 var:comp 8,316,780 0.304 79,539 241,948
MAC-3 rev:comp 7,704,453 0.499 1,192,148 109,258
MAC-3d arc:comp 5,747,741 0.526 848,161 151,270
MAC-3d rev:comp 5,549,216 0.453 803,162 108,209
MAC-3dl rev:comp 6,668,505 0.503 779,265 111,696
MAC-3dl rev:comp2 6,614,958 0.493 768,942 109,983
MAC-3ds rev:comp 5,599,575 0.557 779,265 111,696
MAC-3ds rev:comp2 5,546,977 0.546 768,942 109,983

Problems were generated for sizen ∈ {15,20,25}, n values per domain(n = d).
The problems were generated as follows. Both tightness T and density C vary from
5% to 95% in 5% steps. For each combination of (C,T) 50 random problems were
generated. The results for the average number of checks, the average solution time, the
average number of selections and the average number of queue updates for a particular
combination of algorithm and revision ordering heuristic for the problem size 25 is
shown in Table 3.

MAC-3’s checks forarc:comp andvar:comp are about equal but it requires about
2.02 times less time forvar :comp than it does forarc:comp. MAC-3 with rev :comp
requires about 1.23 times less time than MAC-3 witharc :comp. It is interesting to
note that MAC-3 withvar : comp requires about 17.02 times fewer selections and
only 1.61 times more updates than MAC-3 witharc : comp. This may explain why
MAC-3 with var:comp is better when it comes to saving time. Again MAC-3ds is the
best among all lightweight arc consistency algorithms that we have considered when
it comes to saving checks. The next best combination of algorithm and heuristic that
saves time after MAC-3 withvar:comp is MAC-3d with rev:comp.

Finally we present results for real world problems which came from the CELAR
suite [4]. We did not consider optimisation but satisfiability only. Tables 4, 5 and 6 cor-
respond to the results of RLFAP#5, RLFAP#11 and GRAPH#14 respectively. Checks
were implemented as function calls for the real world problems.

The results in Tables 4, 5 and 6 show that again MAC-3ds is the best when it comes
to saving checks. Though MAC-3ds spends fewer checks it does not always save time.
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Table 4.Average results for real-world problem RLFAP 5

algorithm heuristic checks cpu-time selections updates
MAC-3 arc:comp 5,567,209 0.935 1,292,826 530,589
MAC-3 var:comp 12,380,945 0.893 554,962 794,521
MAC-3 rev:comp 5,408,523 0.840 1,281,564 367,382
MAC-3d arc:comp 4,827,174 0.934 1,196,801 530,505
MAC-3d rev:comp 4,817,309 0.929 1,192,162 368,052
MAC-3dl rev:comp 4,817,750 0.849 1,148,423 367,981
MAC-3dl rev:comp2 4,750,955 0.832 1,131,353 364,957
MAC-3ds rev:comp 4,489,648 0.869 1,148,423 367,981
MAC-3ds rev:comp2 4,421,066 0.853 1,131,353 364,957

For RLFAP 5 and 11 MAC-3dl with rev :comp2 recorded the smallest solution time.
For GRAPH 14 MAC-3d with rev:comp recorded the smallest solution time. MAC-3dl

and MAC-3ds with rev :comp2 perform better in terms of support checks, cpu-time,
selections, and updates when compared to the same algorithms withrev:comp. Due to
space restriction results for MAC-3 and MAC-3d with rev :comp2 are not shown but
on averagerev:comp2 saves checks and (little) time when compared torev:comp.

Despite using a lazy double support heuristic which does not always prefers dou-
ble support checks, MAC-3dl works well when compared to MAC-3d whose double
support domain heuristicD always prefers double support checks. As mentioned be-
fore it is not a coincidence that MAC-3dl and MAC-3ds when equipped with the same
revision ordering heuristic always have the same number of selections and updates.

The results in Tables 4, 5, and 6 confirm that reverse variable based revision ordering
heuristics save checks when compared to arc based and variable based revision ordering
heuristics for a given algorithm. The results also confirm that they do not result in as
many updates of the queue as with variable based and arc based heuristics. Also the
number of selections is always less than arc based heuristics. This may be the reason
why they always save time when compared to arc based heuristics.

Table 5.Average results for real-world problem RLFAP 11

algorithm heuristic checks cpu-time selections updates
MAC-3 arc:comp 56,431,728 2.282 2,154,081 248,714
MAC-3 var:comp 52,510,653 1.641 151,358 539,820
MAC-3 rev:comp 43,957,986 1.590 1,654,675 163,826
MAC-3d arc:comp 30,810,434 1.685 1,168,121 248,999
MAC-3d rev:comp 30,801,235 1.642 1,163,567 161,758
MAC-3dl rev:comp 36,243,961 1.508 1,065,987 162,920
MAC-3dl rev:comp2 35,575,214 1.494 1,084,724 150,947
MAC-3ds rev:comp 30,688,893 2.099 1,065,987 162,920
MAC-3ds rev:comp2 29,995,844 2.093 1,084,724 150,947
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Variable based heuristics require fewer selections than reverse variable and arc
based heuristics. The overhead of selecting the best variable is limited for both vari-
able and reverse variable based heuristics when compared to arc based heuristics.

Table 6.Average results for real-world problem GRAPH 14

algorithm heuristic checks cpu-time selections updates
MAC-3 arc:comp 3,404,174 0.138 37,332 5,010
MAC-3 var:comp 3,399,796 0.112 4,493 4,922
MAC-3 rev:comp 3,051,426 0.106 32,942 3,470
MAC-3d arc:comp 1,744,372 0.106 25,704 4,984
MAC-3d rev:comp 1,723,346 0.089 25,223 3,487
MAC-3dl rev:comp 2,316,204 0.106 24,441 3,472
MAC-3dl rev:comp2 2,309,559 0.102 24,269 3,470
MAC-3ds rev:comp 1,492,024 0.140 24,441 3,472
MAC-3ds rev:comp2 1,484,398 0.139 24,269 3,470

6 Conclusion

We have classified revision ordering heuristics for arc consistency algorithms in three
different categories: arc based, variable based, and reverse variable based heuristics. We
pointed out advantages of using reverse variable based heuristics in terms of updating a
queue and selecting an element from the queue. Experimental results demonstrate that
algorithms using these heuristics are good in saving checks as well as time. Reverse
variable based version of AC-3 was also discussed.

We presented two new lightweight arc consistency algorithms AC-3dl and AC-3ds.
Both algorithms use reverse variable based heuristics. They only differ by their domain
heuristic. Overall MAC-3dl was good in saving time despite of using a lazy double
support domain heuristic which does not always prefer double support checks. For all
the real world problems and the random problems that we have considered AC-3ds

is the best when it comes to saving checks. But it is not always that good in saving
time. This is probably because of its domain heuristic, which is more expensive when
compared to the domain heuristics of AC-3d and AC-3dl.

There is no single winner when it comes to save time. For stand alone arc consis-
tency, AC-3 withrev:comp is good in saving checks and time when compared to AC-3
with var:comp andarc:comp. For search, MAC-3 withvar:comp becomes the fastest
solver for random problems. For real world problems that we considered, MAC-3dl

with rev : comp2 is the quickest solver. In [16] we have shown that reverse variable
based heuristics also save checks and time when used with coarse-grained heavyweight
arc consistency algorithms such as AC-2001. MAC-3 withvar :comp is the worst in
saving checks while MAC-3ds with rev:comp2 is the best. On average MAC-3ds saves
50% support checks when compared to MAC-3 withvar:comp.
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